Tune by Strangways, A. H. Fox
TUNE
DEFINITIONS of melody have been unequally divided between those
which speak merely of a succession of pleasing or intelligible sounds,*
and those which hint or actually say that it involves relations to a
bass. This second view I can find mentioned only in three places,
though I have not looked very far. Piero Francesco Tosi, translated
by Mr. Galliard, 1748, under the title Observations on the Florid Song,
p. 92, says : "All (I think) that can be said [of Airs] is to recommend
to the Scholar an attentive Observation of the Art, with which the
best Singers regulate themselves to the Bass, whereby he will become
acquainted with their Perfections, and improve by them." Hegel,
Aesthetik, 1888, vol. iii., p. 184, after apology for his ignorance of
musical technicalities, goes to the root of the matter by saying,
" Harmony and melody subsist as one compact whole, and a change
in the one necessarily involves a change in the other." Finally, in
Stanford's Musical Composition, 1911, p. 84, we find : " Write a
melody in intelligible sentences, logical and clear in tonality, and
to that melody write a good bass " (his italics). Melody under this
second aspect is called in this article ' tune,' and it includes all music
so far as its successive moments are under contemplation, from the
song of the Andaman Islands on three notes at the interval of a
quarter-note with the middle note as drone (which is in principle a
bass) to the full-throated symphony where the melody is tossed about
from one part to another and the bass sometimes expressed, sometimes
implied.
A tune is a sentence; and a sentence consists of nouns and verbs
(strong), and adjectives, particles and the others (weak). The
sentence makes ' sense ' ; and it does that in virtue of the relations
between the strong and weak words. Of course there can be sentences
mostly made up of strong words—" Talking of axes," said the
Duchess, " chop off her head!"—or entirely without them—
" Curiouser and curiouser," (said Alice). A weak word may by its
position be made strong, as in the famous parody of Thucydides—"A
difficult thing to drive is pigs many by one man very "—a device to
•James Grassineau, Dictionary, 1740; Rousseau, Dictionary, 1781;
D'Alembert, EUmens de Musique, 1799; Gottfried Weber, Theorie de.r
Tonsetzkunst, 1824; Mendel, Musikalisch.es Lexikon, 1877; Riemann, Lexikon,
1882; Parry, in Grove's Dictionary, 1890 and 1910.
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TUNE 91
which Mr. Alfred Jingle's conversation owed some of its persuasive
quality. But as a rule strong is strong and weak weak; both elements
are adequately represented in the sentence and reinforce each other
by contrast.
We have to consider what is ' strong ' in music, and then we shall
know what is ' weak.'
When Sargon, King of Akkad—or whoever it was—first swept his
hand over the seven-stringed harp, no note was either strong or weak;
and the same applies to Mary, aged 8, who can just reach the key-
board on tiptoe. Both of them had to ' make ' the note one or the
other. And the first idea that occurred to either of them was to repeat
one note at the expense of the others, which note became thereby the
tonic. It is by dint of repetition that the tonic is F£ both in this tune
from Sarawak (Borneo), although it begins on F$ and ends (if it ever
does end?) on C}f
and in this Scotch tune,
W ^
vur*iJ D
D.C.n
in spite of the fact that it happens also to begin and end on F£. On
the other hand, in this tune of Offenbach's repetition does not make
the Fjt into a tonic, and the tonic, D, is not once mentioned in its
whole course,
for the D at (1) is an appoggiatura for C#, at (2) is the dominant of G,
and at (8) the subdominant of A.. Incidentally, it is the non-insistence
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92 MUSIC AND LETTERS
upon the tonic that contributes to the far-away sound, and the insistence
upon the third of the scale, the " restful " note of the tonic solfa
people, that contributes to the languid character of this particular
tune.
To understand how it is that the tonic in the first two dialectical
and unconscious tunes is made by repetition, and in the third
literary and conscious tune by some other means, we must look at
two more points.
Going back to Sargon and his Chaldaeans for a moment, in spite of
our having no treatise and no fragment of their notation, we know by
an ingenious piece of reasoning* that they tuned in fifths. The names
of the days of the week, assigned first by the Egyptians, and those
of the notes of the harp are both taken from the planets. These were
supposed to swing round the earth on invisible strings of different
lengths, sounding the inaudible notes of that celestial harp which
made "/me.music of the spheres " (the subsequent Greek theory
interests tfnly specialists and is given in an Appendix). The Chaldsean
order, as from the earth, was
Moon, Mercury, Venus, Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn;
and the discrepancy of this with the order of the weekdays proves the
fifth-tuning. The planets named the (terrestrial) harp notes in scale
order. Taking the notes so obtained and writing them under the days
of the week, we get this result:—
v PLANETS
« ^ A W A I W . Ktn. Sim Alart JVt. Safe
itn Mun fUn Htrt. Tvk. Vtn. Safe
That is to say that about 6,000 years ago the two orders represented
two ways of taking the musical scale which were linked by fifth-
relationship ; in other words, they tuned by fifths.
It is comforting to find such respectable antiquity for a practice which
most of the earth has adopted, and we may notice, further, that
* See, The Mystery of the Kingdom, by C. E. Douglas, 1916, pp. 89—91.
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TUNE 93
Sargon's music shows a late stage of development. For he has seven
notes to his scale, whereas a large part of mankind has only five.
whichever of them they may happen to take as tonic. But they
are always surreptitiously inserting the other two, though they are not
quite sure whether to sharpen or flatten them. Since they are
doubtful about them, these two notes are ' weak ' and the others per
contra ' strong.' We realise that when a tune is confined to the
strong notes it has a bold sound—Dvorak's " New World," for
instance,
tab
down- to the double bar. After that a ' weak ' note, Fg, which has
been kept in reserve and comes on the strong beat, is now made
' strong by position ' (Thucydides's " very ").
Thirdly, when a tiro is learning his notes he is always asking
himself mentally the question, " how high?" the note is. And that
involves the further question, " how high from what?" The only
answer he can give to this is (in feeling, not in words) " from my
average low note." But since in the act of singing an exciting song
he loses touch with this note and gets confused, he has to create it
somehow independently so as to be able to sing, as a solitary golf
player plays, ' against bogy.' He gets hold of a drum, or a buzzing
or booming instrument of some kind. This gives a constant, and
therefore a ' strong ' note against his variable and relatively ' weak '
notes. Here is an instance from Rimsky Korsakov (Scheherazade) :
r ll I
The bassoon player, who has the melody, is not really puzzled here
about " how high," bat about " when." For against the three-time
of the piece he has to fit in, for the space of five bars, what is made
up of, and partly felt as, two sets of seven quavers; and though we
must not insult him by hinting that he needed any help, perhaps the
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94 MUSIC AND LETTERS
composer divided that some of the audience would. At the same
time, the drone bass sets all the sparkling points of the tune tingling
like stars against the darkness, and so serves an aesthetic instead of
a practical purpose. And that is always happening in music. Devices
come in as solutions of problems and stay as elements of structure
and beauty.
We notice that Koreakov has' enough of his drone in ten bars, and
changes it for another. That also is what the history books tell us.
The passage from melody to harmony is the most wonderful moment
in the whole of music. The Greeks never took that step, because
they put their drone* on an instrument, not, as the Ecclesiastics
did, on the voice. The voice gets tired of singing on one note, and
the moment it changed to another they had two ways of harmonizing
a given note:
And if two, why not more? And so, a moving bass; then a drone
under these to keep them steady, till that again broke up, and three
parts were moving, and eventually their musical sense was able to
dispense with the drone altogether.t But this bass clings, as did the
melody before it, to the strong notes. So we find that with the
majority of Beethoven's themes (and, in principle, of his whole move-
ments) the bass moves in the orbit of the tonic and its two satellites
(and occasionally their two satellites), in other words, of the strong
notes of the scale (B>-P—C—G—D). (Cp. Ex. 5.—A=tonic.)
Henceforward, the ' tune ' is no longer the melody on a drone, but
the melody and its base. The melody has no meaning, or, rather, it
has every imaginable meaning, apart from its bass. What we said
about melody now applies to bass. A vital bass is one which moves
freely and makes both strong and weak notes tell by setting them in
• The ancient treatises never mention the drone. There is nothing curious
in this, because we similarly quote a melody and leave the bass to be under-
stood, which it usually can perfectly well. But Pachtikoe, Aitmata EeUenica,
1905, takes it for granted in his Introduction under the name of TO 'crov,
the ' level,' so that we cannot doubt they had it.
t Some people get a little bored with this ' drone ' business, and wonder
what it has to do with music as we know it. It is extraordinarily difficult
to put oneself back to pre-hannonic thought. We are apt to think melody i»
only putting one note after another, and that anybody could do that. The
remedy for this hallucination is to go and hear ' anybody' who is innocent
of harmony doing it, and you will find two things: (1) that the result is not
at all what we should call melody; (2) that if you ask him to stop his drone
he will soon reply that he " feels like a ship without a rudder:"
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TUNE 95
contrast. We see the weakness, then, of the Offenbach tone. Its
basses have a small orbit. They are confined to I (tonic) and Y (domi-
nant). These have nothing to set them in relief, an<J so the tune
stagnates—as, indeed, to suit its situation in the opera, it was meant
to do.
In the strong and weak notes we have been talking about we
recognise, of course, what later on were distinguished as diatonic and
chromatic, as substantive and passing (notes and chords), as ' chords
in the key ' and ' borrowed ' harmonies. The tendency throughout
is for the weak notes to be absorbed into the strong; and the whole
of dissonance is ultimately to be explained on this principle. We Bee
it in progress in this passage from Ravel's " Jeux d'eau."
He wishes to set the strong notes of his bass theme in relief, so he
contrasts them with the relatively weak notes in the right hand
(simplified here), the strong being (in C£ minor) Cjt, Djt, F#, G#,
and the weak E, A. We have only to think the successive notes
of the left hand as simultaneous, to have all the diatonic notes in
one chord, which actually occurs in " Ma mere l'oye." (As Parry
said thirty years ago, there is no reason why the chromatic notes
should not be added, and of course most of them have been by now.)
There is also a fine piece of modulation into C# minor in " La
Cathfidrale Engloutie," where the strong notes of Cft major simply
pale away as the strong notes of C# minor dawn imperceptibly and
inevitably as the sunrise itself.
Since Debussy was the apostle (but not the prophet—who was
Glinka) of the whole-tone scale, we may examine that in a digression,
which those who are not interested in such details are invited to skip.
Dvorak's tune, which involved nothing smaller than a tone, was strong,
and Beethoven's basses which eschew semitones are strong. There
is also a good acoustical reason for tones, which involve no interval
beyond 3/2, being strong and semitones, which also involve the
less audibly s/t, being weak. We might suppose therefore that
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96 MUSIC AND LETTERS
the whole tone scale which has no semitones would be stronger than
the diatonic.
Singers and string players who ' make ' their own notes, take the
interval C—E in harmony as a Tierce (true major third) but in
melody as a Ditone (two major .tones).* This was established half a
century ago by two Frenchmen.t One tierce and two ditones make
exactly an octavej; that is to say, we feel three superposed thirds as
being, one of them (obviously the lower one) harmonic, and the two
others melodic. There is no room here for a treatise on the subject,
but we take the crucial chord—the augmented triad. If that were,
as has been supposed, two superposed tierces, it would be the only
instance! in harmony of two identical intervals being superposed. In
this chord the augmented fifth is simply a semitonally-altered perfect
fifth, and since that is melodic, the upper third is ' sung ' as a ditone.
With this, and other chords that might be instanced, the case for
the whole tone scale (or chord) as a ieal factor of harmony falls.
Yet that scale is something. It is a conception which enables us to
place a true tierce on or below any note of the diatonic scale, a concep-
tion at which the whole history of music had been aiming, as the
key (of C) took in successively the BD, Dp, Dfc|, AH, Ap and other
triads. The whole-tone is not a stronger scale than the diatonic. It
is the diatonic, but with a greater freedom of movement. Melody
cannot be made in whole-tones pure and simple. You may write it—
* This explains why the piano, whose equally tempered third is nearer to the
ditone than to the tierce is a good accompaniment for the solo voice but a
bad accompaniment for a choir, though better, of course, than the present
organ and harmonium are (unless they are used with discrimination). Any-
one who heard Wells cathedral organ before 1891 will endorse this; more
of religion than people think went with the mean-tone tuning, which I heard
at Norwich in 1872.
tSee, Helmholtz, App. XIX., Table VI. E., pp. 787—91 of the English
translation.
Z This is as near as the best pianoforte-tuner usually gets to the octave,
with an error of 1/100 of a tone. It is clear that we regard the octave as
made up neither of three tierces (flat by 1/5 tone), nor of a ditone and two
tierces (flat by 1/10 tone), nor of three ditones (sharp by 1/9 tone).
§ The major ninth (= two fifths) is not a true instance, because its un-
deniable euphony depends on its embodying the 9th partial, not on its
happening also to involve the 3rd partial of the 3rd partial. The proof is
that we hear such combinations as
m H>
not as inversions of ninths but as common chords {see Debussy passim, the
" London Symphony," etc.). The diminished triad (B—D—F) is made up of
a minor third (B—D) and a (smaller) ' Pythagorean ' third (D—P). The fact
that equal temperament effaces the difference does not alter our harmonic
feeling.
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TUNE 97
that has been done—but the ear will not accept it nor the heart
treasure it. The reason is that no more than three of its notes can
be strong in any one key, and they are clustered in one part of the
octave with the weak in the other part; and since ' weak ' notes can
only be ' passing ' that would make a very jumpy sort of tune.
Stravinsky (" L'oiseau de feu ") has used the tritone to do duty for
the tonic-dominant leap of the bass; one can only say that it is
effective where it comes and that it goes before it outstays its welcome.
A tune, then, is a sentence. It is also a paragraph, or rather, a
stanza and as such it must have balance. The various ways in
which this has been done are, however interesting, too numerous
to go into here. We will, however, look at one of them : variation.
Let us take an instance to start with—" Where'er you walk," from
Semele—and compare with it this little ordnance map.
¥ '
I ' ^1 I mm
T^TJ, ry i ^
There are thousands of tunes built upon variations like this, though
few so systematically. Perhaps the ' system ' ifl partly a sign of
weakness, as is every rigorous plan. For a tune must have, first and
vol. in. n
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98 MUSIC AND LETTERS
foremost, fling—that element of unaccountableness and wonder which
pervades life in every form. A subtler instance is seen in the
three stanzas of Purcell's " I attempt from love's Bickness to fly,"
as
The whole of this song will repay study. Its condensation, economy
and withal spontaneity are masterly. Folk-song gives us another
good instance of variation, but the trouble with this is that of two songs
we never know which came first, and which therefore is a variant of
which
-6c./J. I. I. »-. 5 *. 1- t
f i ) V- >M
BE
me J ji
Of these the second is the most pithy and characteristic. According
to the upholders of " communal song," who consider that there is
an upward progress from the less to the more mature, No. 2 would
be the latest of the three. And it is clear that in the sixth bar No. S
is antecedent to No. 2. On the other hand, the little run in the
fourth bar of No. 8 looks like an ingenious comment on, and the
fifth and sixth bars of No. 1 like a faded memory of, No. 2.
It is more satisfactory to compare a composer with himself—
Beethoven, for instance, at twenty-nine
,-£«./«..
I V
I
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TUNE 99
with Beethoven at fifty-three,
I . is. feffi
iE
TT
I
i i
where he has varied and tapered the metre, made the bass move more,
broken up the four-bar feeling and dispensed with the rather wooden
fifth-sequence.
It happens that in an octave of " white " notes down from E the
tones and semitones occur in the same order as in an octave up from
C. Brahms, like many before him, takes advantage of this fact to
make another kind of variation. In " Wie bist du, meine Konigin?"
literally, and in the scherzo of his first symphony by implication,
the second phrase is the exact upside-down of the first.
ia.lb.
There is sometimes a felt balance between the two sections of a
strain, which the actual notes do their best to conceal. In " Step-
back," one of the liveliest of the English morris tunes, the whole
strain is built on a passage in thirds—that particularly English
interval which we call " singing a second " and have inherited from
the Britons (who now survive chiefly in Wales); and these are
repeated at the distance of a fifth, as the analysis shows.
i 'J
&Si j \r J \nti p j i j l j j l l
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100 MUSIC AND LETTERS
A neat way of varying this balance is by what the rhetoricians call
" chiasmus "—e.g.,
CUUrrv. »*
• » ! "
X
N.B.—Please correct " noblest " to " goodliest," and put a comma nfter
" born " and " sons."
Or look at finale of Beethoven's 4th piano concerto. Here is the
skeleton of i t :
' I J ' • I J
Variation consists sometimes not in the departure from a stated
theme, but in two themes departing equally from an imagined norm
(as in Elgar's " Enigma ") . A simple instance is " Brighton Camp,"
another of the morris tunes. The first strain (eight bars) is what we
know as " The girl I left behind me." Then comes
12 . . '3-
is
which, when danced to, has a most infectious merriment and crisp-
ness about it. The merriment iB in the anapsestic movement J I J
and the crispness in the contrapuntal hint, perhaps, which is shown
in the analysis, and which is so common in Bach's melodies. In the
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TUNE 101
17th fugue (of the 48), for instance, the bridge between the second
and third entry is practically in three parts.
-t». to-
l^drtrr-I
nr
" J i
There is also the ' tapering ' form of variation of which the theme
in the finale of the Ninth Symphony provides an instance, when the
eighth bar is varied three times over to form the development section
 t
,:&r.2/. 10- IZ
J i I J U JJ
Tune gives its most abiding pleasure when something in it- veils
something else. The arresting quality of the first sixteen lines of
Paradise Lost is due, among other things, to the fact that in
every line the speaking stress differently veils the scansion stress.
Nature when she turns artist does the same: in the mountain lake
and the crystal and the bird's flight she (differently) veils, but does
not contradict, the law of gravity. And a strong tune is similarly
the result of opposing forces, whose reconciliation is exactly what
we like it for. The weak tunes are those which do not press this
opposition to its conclusion, and so evade the reconciliation. The
vulgar tunes are those which do not recognize more than one force as
operating at all, and so have nothing to reeoncile. But the strong
tune is always, differently, pressing its point in the teeth of opposition
and courting the discord that ensues (or, but for some stroke of
genius, would ensue) as a step to a higher concord. Haydn begins
the slow movement of his D minor Symphony with a diverging
sequence of five notes.
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102 MUSIC AND LETTERS
He then rests, as much as to say, How would you go on?—and
answers by diverging further (and following this by a balancing con-
vergence). So far he has established a, pattern. When he repeats,
therefore, he has something to veil.
The characteristic drop of the seventh is still there but in another
place—D—E instead of E—F£—and anticipated so as to give it grip,
while the drop of the sixth (Bp—D), which holds the place of the
original drop, maintains the uniformity and yet veils the rigidity.
And then, just as we have invented all this beautiful theory to
account for beauty, comes to our ears what, in its context, is one
of the most, amazing things ever written and yet is only a simple
scale up hill and down dale—a sunny phrase of Mozart (D major
violin concerto, end of the slow movement)—
and upsets it all! Upsets it, not because it is in any way opposed to
the theory (for it could easily be shown to embody that), but because
in the presence of beauty—i.e., life—we simply cannot attend to any
theory.
At this point people are apt to grow impatient and say, Away with
theories, then, one and all. That is an intelligible point of view and
it applies not merely to tune but to the whole of music. It says that
music cannot be spoken of in words at all—that we can say literally
nothing about it except: How beautiful! or How ugly! or How any-
thing-that-lies-between-these! And, in point of fact, that is all that
some people do say. Yet they are aware that one tune is stronger,
livelier, quieter, severer, quainter, longer, quicker or higher than some
other, that every tune has a background of some sort against which
its foreground stands out—that, in fact, there is a good deal to say
about it and that the fault is with ourselves if we cannot find the
words. The truth, surely, is that though we are both reasoning and
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TUNE 103
sentient beings we seldom qonduct the processes of ratiocination and
emotion at the same time, and that music, which is one reflection
of our inmost nature, as political economy is another, is a matter of
both, and that only an imperfect view of it results from pressing
either alone.
Mozart's semibreve shows the correlative of variation—the refusal to
vary. Without this, variation would lose its value. The J| sharps in
Offenbach's Barcarole established a level in order to emphasize the
subsequent departure from it. A little cluster of notes serves the
same purpose in Schubert's Stdndchen; so does a continued figure at
the opening of L'oiseau de jeu, and in the last two movements of
Hoist's "Beni-Mora"; the 'five-finger' theme of the Ninth
symphony enhances the (downward) climax in the twelfth bar; the
stationary first subject of the Waldstein acts as a foil to the roving
Becond subject. Whether the area it covers is small or large, whether
the opposition is violent or gentle, it is in the felt alternation of height
and depth, of rest and motion, that the ' meaning ' of tune resides.
Sir Henry Hadow, in Studies in Modern Music, made out four
elements of great art—Vitality, Labour, Proportion (or balance) and
Fitness (for the purpose in hand). We have said something of
Proportion and may now spare a few words for the other three.
Vitality, or its absence, is mostly to be seen in rhythm. Ehythm
is not time (marching or dancing) nor pace (fast or slow) nor metre
(the distribution of durations), but the fact that, a normal motion
having been established, some other motion accentuates it or contrasts
with it.* This is the motive power of tune. Before the days of
* We do not get much enlightenment from Grove's Dictionary, Bince the
articles on Accent, Metre, Rhythm, Tempo and Time have been entrusted
to four different writers, with the result that one calls ' rhythm ' what another
calls ' metre,' and that two writers use ' accent' in a different sense. Words
are not made by Act of Parliament: they grow. Their growth may be traced,
but it is more to the point here to ask what those five words now mean in
ordinary English parlance.
Accent is (1) a capricious, usually sudden, increase of sound, or (2) a felt
periodicity (without increase of sound).
Metre is a poetical term which has never been practically applied to music.
But there seems to be no reason 'why, if it means ' duration of syllables '
in poetry, it should not be used in music for the ' duration of notes.' We
could then speak of the metrical variety of Ueber alien Gipfeln or of the
'cello solo in Beethoven's sonata in A major and of the metrical uniformity
of " Gaily the Troubadour " and the " Merry Widow " waltz.
Tempo is pace, and that's all about it.
Time, in the technical sense, is the grouping we choose, for the moment, of
the note-durations; definite, but not necessarily continuous.
Bhythm means 'flow.' We talk of ' prose rhythm ' and ' poetical rhythm,
meaning the general sense we have of being swept along, of having got the
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104 MUSIC AND LETTERS
harmony tune was moved by ' points on the drum ' or by cross-times in
the melody. With the advent of harmony the movement comes from
the counterpoint and primarily from a strong bass. Harmony is
static, and can, it is true, increase the resources of the baas by making
a note have more than one meaning. But counterpoint and
dissonance (which is compressed counterpoint) are dynamic, and it
is they that really do the business.
For two simultaneous melodies establish a ' parallax ' of time.
Two butterflies in the mating season, two yachts entering a harbour,
two versions of a tale are more exciting than one, because by the fact
that one overtakes the other or leaves it in the lurch they define a
moment in the future, just as in space the concurrent lines of a
parallax define position at a distance. This moment is most clearly
felt when there are only two melodies, as in the episode for two
violins in the "Amen " chorus. As the parts increase in number the
feeling decreases, and accordingly more than hah* of all that Mozart
and Beethoven wrote is in only three parts. When new paths of
harmony are being explored the number of parts tends to increase,
because composers are stating new experiences and have not yet
learned how to suggest them merely. But however many the parts,
there are always two that stand out—treble and bass—and do more
than all the rest, as Brahms implied by covering up the inner parts
of a new 6ong, to impart motion by their mutual rivalry. So that the
main factor of vitality in melody is a moving bass, conspicuous for
which have been in their several degrees Steffani, Purcell, Pergolesi,
Rameau, Handel, Haydn, Cherubini, Schubert, Dvorak, Brahms and,
towering above them all, Bach; while Schumann and Chopin turned
their attention rather to the inner parts, and others to other elements
of vitality—Mozart to melodic balance, Beethoven to rhythmic
distribution, Wagner to the rising climax.
Who is it enjoys a tune most? The composer who has lived with it
swing of it. (We do not attach any technical meaning to the word.) ' Swing '
seems to mean the sum total of many tiny indications which convince us we
are right in our general conception of the motion of the poem.or the piece
of music. For it is a very easy thing to be wrong, to become confused. We
cannot take a footrule to time. All we can do is to keep checking it and
seeing that we are punctual. And the way we check it is by putting other
things against it—(1) some contrasted pace which our commonsense tells us
is too fast or too slow, (2) some supplementary motion which shall bring out
the salient points of our motion, (3) some other equally definite but contrasted
motion which will meet our motion at a certain future point, if both are
rightly maintained. The painter speaks of rhythm too, and he seems to mean
thereby converging or sympathetic lines which, as Euclid says, " if continually
produced will," etc.
The statement in the text is submitted tentatively for consideration.
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TUNE 106
through weeks of alternating hopes and fears and knows both its
capabilities and his shortcomings? Or the performer who finds in it
splendid material out of which to create what he enjpys creating?
Or the public that come to listen and if they feel it has done them
good will come again, but have no words to say what good it did?
All, in their degree; but what is the tune apart from these aspects
of it?
First of all, it is a sincere thing, for if it were not that, the
composer would not forget about eating, answering letters and all the
things we see him omit to do, the public would fidget, and the
performers would choose something else. Secondly, it is a piece of
work, like driving an engine or soldering or casting accounts. We
easily forget that more than half the battle lies in the workmanship.
Composer and performer are both intent on making a neat job of it.
If one of them did say " from the heart it came and to the heart it
shall go " he meant just what any man with his heart in his work
lnight mean, even if he did not say it. Hear their talk. It is all on
technical points, nothing about beauty or divinity, nor, except from
the charlatans, about cash. Lastly, tune is something personal.
Every phrase says—A made me, or B sang me, or C played me.
Collaborations between composers, which sometimes occur, leave us
a little bewildered; piano duets are apt to bore us; organ and piano-
player arrangements lack warmth; the average audience recalls a
yolo player half a dozen times and gives an orchestra rather per-
functory applause. Personality is the one thing we cannot forgo.
The sincere work of a person; that is what a tune is. It is not
the embodiment of Love, the very voice of Fear, the image of Distress
or any of the things that those people who have never filled even a
page of music paper are always saying it is. The composer very likely
knew what love and fear and distress were, but not when he was
writing his tune. Then he attended to business, and if Love and Co.
came in at all it was only to administer a jog and shake him out of
that state of nohow-in-particular in which nobody, not even a crossing-
sweeper, can do anything properly. And what his tune does for us
when it reaches us, is to make us not moral but sincere, not lovers of
beauty but lovers of work, not smiling-images-pushed-from-behind but
persons. If it did anything else it would do us not good but harm.
Not beauty? says someone. Well, yes, perhaps, because beauty is
work, work beauty—as Keats did not say. Look at that farm, its grey
tiles softened with moss and brightened by the clear, fresh face in the
doorway. Listen to the easy-clicking latch of the gate, and run your
eye up the tidy disorder of the garden, to the porch with the worn
settle, and away to the streak of new paint on the wain-wheels, to the
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106 MUSIC AND LETTERS
tilted ladder with wisps of hay on the rungs, the pony under a saddle-
tree that has opened out with wear with a glossy half-twist to its
stirrup-leathers waiting for his master with his reins hitched to the
gate-post, the milk-pails with the yoke lying across them, the half-cut
rick on its steadies that defy the" rats, the muddy path into the meadow
that the cattle have worn. All these, we say, are ' beauty.' But take
away the work of wind and weather, of man and maid, and they are
only shapes and pigments reflected upon the retina. So it is with a
tune. This one soars to the empyrean; that one has a dying fall; and
we say, and think, that it is these things we like them for. But what
we are really liking is the consciousness, which we cannot put into such
glib words, that a man has been doing work somewhere—a matter
which we have reasons of our own for understanding—and that at
these points which, as it were, caught the sunlight, we surprised him
in the act, and went back heartened therefrom to our own less sirni-
ficant affairs.
Fitness for its purpose is an obvious element of tune. In Haydn's
symphony (above) we notice an appropriateness in the themes of the
different movements (put, here, for comparison in the same key and
the same note-values).
I* Mi
r r
if fllin Trio ^ Finali
N.B.—Please correct semiquavers to quavers.
And this metamorphosis of theme, developed by Beethoven, Franck and
Strauss, the basis also of Wagner's treatment of themes, is a natural
way of Unking up a work. But we must do no more than feel it (as
in the Haydn); if we can point it out with the finger, as sometimes
in Charpentier's Louise, it overshoots its mark. Most composers have
therefore dispensed with it and have confined themselves to appro-
priatenesses within the movement. With song and opera the appro-
priateness is, of course, to the words. Bach had his peculiar way of
securing this, rather ponderous as it reads to us in Pirro's pages, but
so apt and unobtrusive in the works themselves that we hardly notice
its contribution to the total effect. Schubert, like no one else, could
catch the changing mood of a song, Wolf refined upon this, Brahms
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deepened it. We all treasure this or that phrase which seems to echo
the exact fall of the speaking voice—Verdi's Falstaff—
t- K - It. ft • N - 7«
or Brahnis's Zujeuner-lieder—
' i J~
- Jer Gett! Winndas Wr-»»- >*n ^C (Se. Oteolahor,)
The highest form of this fitness for its purpose is found in Mozart. He
used tune for the true purpose for which it exists, to give vent to elective
affinities, to ' purge ' for us the feelings with which we hear news,
realise a situation, see a person come into a room, or anticipate or
reflect on these things. Such a tune is the very manners of the soul.
Stravinsky lately called it " creative " melody, and a writer in The
Times commented that that was what distinguished opera which
endured from opera which did not.
For it is all very well to say that the day of tone as such is
past, that we have gone further and sublimated it mto harmony. That
is partly true, for there is always a fringe where melody is drawing
two of its own moments closer in counterpoint, and where counterpoint
is squeezing its passing notes into substantive harmonies. When it
is more than a fringe, we have a case of " le mieux est l'ennemi du
bien." The body of a work moves from moment to moment, and
these moments must adopt some attitude towards each other; some are
strong, others weak. It is this attitude which constitutes tune, whether
the moments are notes or chords, whether the melody is in one voice
or in several, whether the bass is expressed or implied. We handle
ever greater and greater masses, but the tactics and strategy of music
remain, when the legions have thundered past, as simple in funda-
mentals as they always were.
But not beauty? persists that voice. Yes, beauty, and
beauty alone, for now we can perhaps give it a name. Beauty is
the grace that eomes from Proportion, the glow of health that comes
from Vitality, the dignity that comes from Labour and the purpose
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108 MUSIC AND LETTERS
that underlies Fitness. But composers, being wise men, do not expect
to reach the end except through the means. So they devote themselves
to the four to which we have given capital letters, and if they are
faithful the other four are added unto them. How these come we do
not know, any more than We know how the bread we eat becomes
brain and muscle. It is a good thing, not a bad thing, that there is
enough left in this world for us to wonder at.
I read this paper through again and see that there are two grave
objections to it. First, that it started with the ambitious title of
" Tune " and has since expatiated into the still more ambitious subject
of " music." But if Hegel was right, that was inevitable. " C'est
que la musique est comme 9a," as Casals said. There are no sign-
posts stuck up at the corner of a wood or at a bridge-head with ' ' Out of
bounds " on them. That is the worst of music : it will insist on being
such a thoroughgoing art that, as Plato implied and Pater observed,
form and substance are indistinguishable.
And secondly, and, in the eyes of many, a worse crime, the article
suggests that music, as we ' moderns ' understand it, is reducible to
an effete thing like tune—a foursquare, sixteen-bar thing, maybe—the
very thing that we have been trying to get away from ever since Brahms
—or, shall we say, since Carissimi? or Hucbald? or the Delphic
fragment? To such one would answer that tune is here studied as, in
a larger sphere, we study the Politics and the Republic; not because
we hope to learn from them the solution of the problems of labour,
disarmament, or unemployment, but because we know that communal
man always tends to have the same fears and desires, and because we
find the problems that now convulse a continent put by their authors
in a nutshell.
A. H. Fox STRANGWAYS.
APPENDIX.
THE MUSIC OF THB SPHERES.
An old, beautiful fancy, one would say, but with nothing in it for musicians I
Let us see.
Before the Greeks came on the scene the Chaldeean astronomical theory
had advanced. They had decided that instead of seven planets (sun, moon
and the five others then known) going round the earth, the five went round
the sun, and the sun (with its five) and the moon went round the earth. This
gave the order as from the earth—
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TUNE 109
and the scale is so given, with the names so assigned, by Nicomachus*
circ. A.D. 50. But within Greek times another advance had been made.
All these including the earth were held to move round the," central fire,"
and Pythagoras (B.C. 500) asserted that central fire to be the stfn. Accordingly
Nicomachus marks the sun (and ite note) as mese (middle).
There are four Greek words whose meaning in music has never been satis-
factorily explained.
Harmonid (a ' fitting ') is their name for a scale, and it is not obvious why
they should have hit upon such an idea instead of the ' ladder ' which has
occurred to most other peoples. But if they regarded the motion of eacli
planet as actually producing a sound (though too fine for the human ear to
catch) whose pitch was proportional to its distance from the earth (arrived
at by calculation of the time it took to make one complete revolution among
the fixed stars) and the interweaving of these sounds as offering the ideal
example of the order and fitness of Creation, it was natural that their
musical scale should hare been called a ' fitting.'
Mese is well understood in Greek music to mean the note on which two
neighbouring tetrachords meet. It does not mean the middle note of the scale,
for it is only by the accident of the mode that the mese is in that position—
besides, there is no ' middle ' to an eight-note scale. Now ' middle ' is not
the natural word to describe a meeting-point; one would have expected some
such word as ' common.' But the Greeks conceived of the mese as that note
from which all others took their meanings, just as the planets took their
motions from the ' central ' sun—as a tonic, in fact—and it is in that sense
t^ hat Nicomachus uses the word.
Hypate (' highest') and nete (' lowest') are used, beyond any doubt, to
name respectively the lowest and highest notes of the octave scale. Some
have accordingly supposed that the Greeks had the opposite feeling to ours
as to. what is ' high ' and what ' low ' in music, just as the Maori view is
opposed to ours when they say of part-singing that the harmony comes down
upon them ' from above.' But the majority (Macran's Aristoxenvs, Grove's
Dictionary, etc.) follow apparently Gevaert, who says (II. 253) that the
kithara-plBiyer " held his instrument on his knee or in his arms with the
lowest strings outwards; . . . . such a position offers a plausible explana-
tion of hypate highest as applied to the lowest string." The logic of his
conclusion is not beyond reproach, and meanwhile Nicomachus, whom he
actually quotes on the same page, is quite clear. He explains hypate by a
word which is applied in Greek literature to the gods ' above,' and nete by
one which is similarly applied to the dead ' below.' This obviously means
that when the Greek looked up into the heavens at night, Saturn (the lowest
note) was highest above his head, and the moon (the highest note) lowest,
and that his musical nomenclature has nothing to do either with his psychology
or with his instrument but only with the particular form his astronomical
reasoning took.
The " music of the spheres," then, may be a fancy, but it is a fancy which
had a practical result. That may remind us of what we have often noticed,
that the further we go back in history the more myth, which embodies
principles, counts' as against recorded fact, which only supplies detail. But
it reminds us of something else. We smile at this myth, and wonder how
a quick-witted people allowed a practical art to be modelled on a theory.
But 5000 A.D. will in Jike manner smile at us as the period—we shall be a
' period,' not sentient men and women any more;—the period when ' human
creatures '—we shall not even be ' people —fancied they could make better
music by inventing a story about it which they called ' programme,' though
it is clear enough to us—i.e., to 5000 A.D.—that all that was happening was
that they were still occupied in disputing Wagner's will and trying to find
profitable investments for his legacies.
Pity that the paper on which this is written will not last long enough
for them to know that their verdict was foreseen!
A. H. P. 8.
• Meibom. p. 6,
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